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Comments and Replies
for x > 0. Note that (1) is a particular case of (2) for m = N; i = 2,
and i = 2. Reference [2] derived expressions for the moments and
the pdf of Z , showing that

Comments on “On the Distribution of the Product of
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E(Z h ) = C
Abstract—It is pointed out that the result in Salo et al. “The Distribution
of the Product of Independent Rayleigh Random Variables” IEEE Trans.
Antennas Propag., vol. 54, pp. 639–643, Feb. 2006, is a particular case of
a much more general result known since the 1970s. A general technique
function technique) is described that can be used derive
(known as the
a wide range of results similar to Salo et al.

2
and

Index Terms—Fading channels, generalized gamma distribution,
Rayleigh distribution.

I. INTRODUCTION
The recent paper by Salo et al. [1], derived the exact distribution of
a product of n independent Rayleigh random variables. In particular,
[1] considered the distribution of the product
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For a definition of the H -function see [3] and [4]. Reference [2] also
considered two particular cases of (3). In the case 1 = 2 = 1 1 1 =
N = , [2] showed that (3) can be reduced to
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for z > 0. In the case, where i are rational numbers, one can find a
such that 1= i = mi = ; i = 1; 2; . . . ; N (where m1 ; m2 ; . . . ; mk are
positive integers) and [2] showed that (3) can be reduced to

II. MATHAI’S RESULTS
Consider the random variable Z defined by
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for x > 0. The paper [1] derived expressions for the pdf and the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of Y , see [1, Eqs. (8)–(15)].
In this note, we would like to point out that the results on the pdf
of Y given by [1] has been known before. Section II describes a much
more general result derived by Professor Mathai [2] in the 1970s. In
Section III, we describe a general technique known as the H -function
technique which can be used to derive a wide range of results similar
to and containing [1] and [2].
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where Xi ; i = 1; 2; . . . ; n are independent Rayleigh random variables
with the pdf
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where Xi ; i = 1; 2; . . . ; N are independent generalized gamma
random variables with the pdf
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For a definition of the Meijer G-function see again [3] and [4].

I. INTRODUCTION

H FUNCTION TECHNIQUE

III.

The results in [1] and [2] can be obtained as particular cases of
what is known as the H -Function Technique, see [5] and [6]. Suppose
Xi ; i = 1; 2; . . . ; n are independent non-negative random variables
with the pdfs fX ( 1 ) expressed as
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for x > 0. Almost all of the non-negative distributions (including the
gamma, Weibull, Maxwell, beta, half-normal, exponential, chi-square,
Rayleigh, general hypergeometric and the half-Cauchy distributions)
can have their pdfs expressed in the form of (4). Carter and Springer
[6] showed that the pdf of the product
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for y > 0. The formula in (5) provides the H technique. It can be used
to derive the product of a large class of random variables, including
those distributions mentioned above and those discussed in [1] and [2].
IV. DISCUSSION
The authors feel the references and the results mentioned above
can be of help to the general electrical and communication engineering community (in particular, to the readers and authors of the
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION, IEEE
TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATIONS, IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON
VEHICULAR TECHNOLOGY, AND IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON WIRELESS
COMMUNICATIONS). It will also help to prevent similar shortcomings
in the future.
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Having read the interesting comments by Nadarajah and Kotz, we
find ourselves honored that they have dedicated time to comment on
our recent paper [1]. While their comments appear to be partly directed
to—and indeed very useful for—the wireless communications community at large, we shall in this reply address some of the points they have
raised.
II. REPLY TO NADARAJAH AND KOTZ’S COMMENTS
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The main point of Nadarajah and Kotz is that “the result on the pdf
of Y given in [1] has been known before.” This is partly correct. To be
exact, the Meijer G-function form of the probability density function
(pdf) of the product of independent Rayleigh variates given in [1, eq.
(8)] is a special case of [2, eq. (2.6)] and [3, Theorem 4.1]. However,
we hasten to add that the remaining results in [1], including the Meijer
G-function form of the cumulative distribution function (cdf) in (9) as
well as the series forms of the pdf and cdf in (10)–(15) have not, to
our knowledge, appeared elsewhere (but see comments on recent literature, below). Furthermore, in addition to the distribution functions
mentioned, we believe that [1] also sheds light on a number of other
issues of engineering interest related to n-Rayleigh radio channels, including their dynamic range and measurement data analysis. In conclusion, the overlap between our paper and the references pointed out
by Nadarajah and Kotz can be considered small, essentially a single
equation. Nevertheless, we agree with Nadarajah and Kotz in that the
bibliography of our paper would have been more complete had we been
able to excavate [2] and [3]. In our opinion, however, the Scandinavian
Actuary Journal [2] in particular cannot be considered a well-known
statistics periodical.
Nadarajah and Kotz describe the “H -function technique” as a general method for deriving product distributions. We wish to point out
that the H -function technique is essentially identical to what we call
the “Mellin transform technique” in [1], where we emphasize in no less
than three occasions (in the Abstract, and Sections I and III) that this is
a well-known technique from statistics and accordingly cite two books
by Professor Mathai where the basic idea is given.
III. DISCUSSION
There is a growing interest in product distributions in wireless communications research and, after the submission of [1] in April 2004,
some of its results have been independently discovered and extended
by other researchers. In particular, the Meijer G-function forms of
the pdf and cdf of the product of independent Rayleigh variates have
also been derived in [4] in context of approximating the distribution
of a sum of Rayleigh variates. The distributions of the products of
independent Nakagami-m, gamma, and generalized gamma variates
have been considered in [5]–[7], respectively. References [2] and
[3] pointed out by Nadarajah and Kotz provide very general results
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